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After being hung up on, an angry Harvey threw his mobile phone onto the ground as well 

as smashed it to items. 

Just how risk you hang up on me? Harvey blew up in anger. 

Lionel’s heart sank. Their lives would certainly be over if Harvey did not come forward. 

” What’s going on, Harvey? Is Yvonne disinclined to find ahead?” Lionel asked. 

Harvey sneered as well as claimed, “Samuel answered the call. He said Yvonne was sick.” 

” Sick?” Lionel spat out in disdain. “I believe she’s claiming to be unwell as well as is 

intentionally preventing every little thing.” 

As angry as he was, Lionel’s IQ was still working flawlessly. Despite the scenario, he had to 

ensure that Yvonne stepped forward. The collaboration was not a serious issue, but being 

rejected of the Sue family was. 

” Come on, Harvey. I’ll accompany you for a trip,” Lionel stated. 

Harvey had a cool expression. He was irritated up to no end after Samuel hung up on him, 

so it was only natural that he intended to search for Samuel and also work out ratings. 

Lionel looked of disgust when he reached the housing location where Yvonne’s household 

was located. 

” As anticipated, the least appealing people in the Sue family members live in such a place.” 

” Father, it’s currently sufficient that they have a dog house to stay in. Would certainly they 

have the ability to live in Cloudridge Hill’s suites with an income of a number of thousand 

bucks a month?” Harvey giggled. 

Having the ability to stay in Cloudridge Hillside Villas was a manifestation of an individual’s 

condition. Granny Sue’s most significant dream was to enable the Sue family members to 

relocate into the Cloudridge Hill Villas since that was the only means they could be taken 

into consideration a first-rate family members. 

When the knock on the door seemed, Samuel asked Yvonne to go inside the area. 

Considering that she needed to pretend that she was sick, they had to go full-scale with 

their acting. 

The door turned open and Harvey looked at Samuel in anger. 

” Samuel, did you just hang up on me?” Harvey claimed. 

” You wager.” 

Harvey unexpectedly elevated his hand and waved it towards Samuel’s face. 

” You piece of rubbish, what right do you have to hang up on me.” 

Boom! 

Samuel kicked Harvey’s abdominal area in a thunderous way. 

Harvey was knocked into the wall before he could also lay his clenched fist on Samuel. 

The sharp pain emanating from Harvey’s reduced abdominal areas distorted his expression 

as well as made him squat on the ground. 

” Samuel! How dare you hit my child.” Lionel raged when he saw the scene. 

Samuel looked at Lionel coldly and also shot back,” I’ll strike you as well if you continue to 



spew rubbish out of your trap.” 

Lionel’s heart was trembled. That wimp’s expression truly did strike fear into his heart. 

Was he not the soft person that had constantly been harassed? Why did he become 

stronger that day all of a sudden? 

” Exactly how attempt you strike me, Samuel!” Harvey gritted his teeth and also hissed. 

” Given that you’re pertaining to ask for assistance, at the very least appear like you’re really 

requesting for assistance. Really did not granny plainly define what would certainly take 

place if the collaboration was shed?” Samuel said. 

That sentence made Lionel and Harvey’s anger go away instantly. If they can not recover the 

cooperation, they would certainly be cleared out of the Sue family members. 

” Does this have anything to do with you, Samuel? Inform Yvonne ahead out,” Lionel 

ordered. 

” Why doesn’t it have anything to do with me? Yvonne is my wife. She’s sick now, so I’m in 

charge of the household affairs for the time being,” Samuel retorted. 

” Wife?”. 

Upon listening to Samuel’s words, Lionel as well as Harvey sneered at the same time. 

” Don’t you have a bit of decency, Samuel? You’re a spineless good-for-nothing that needs 

to rely upon a lady to get by. Are you anywhere to speak?” Lionel asked. 

” Does Yvonne agree to what you just said? Harvey shot a mocking appearance at Samuel. 

Samuel frowned. He knew very well exactly how Yvonne took care of to work out the 

partnership, and he recognized that Harvey’s remarks were undoubtedly a malicious insult 

toward Yvonne. 

A strong murder intent originated from Samuel as he walked haughtily towards Harvey. 

Harvey shrank his neck as well as was inexplicably scared. He stammered and also sputtered, 

“You … What do you believe you’re doing?”. 

” I’ll ensure you die if you attempt to speak ill of her once again.”. 

 


